Quick Answers

1. in the trees
2. to move to a new tree
4. koalas.
5. sleeping.
6. An Interesting Australian Animal.
7. a list.
8. butter and sugar.
9. spread the sauce onto the fruit.
10. for five minutes
11. Thread the fruit onto the sticks.
12. Kim
13. Monday
14. boring and smooth
15. Holiday Cove
16. adds extra information.
17.
- 1. go on a plane flight
- 4. travel to Rest Harbour
- 3. visit the crocodile farm
- 2. arrive in Holiday Cove
18. to tell Kim about his holiday
19. drums.
20. Lord North Wind
21. the dragon kite glistened above them.
22. soared
23. Picture image with peacock

24.
   • 2. The drums began to play.
   • The people gathered by the steps.
   • 4. The people cheered their loudest.
   • The fire kite sparkled.
25. the kite that the people liked best.
26. how plastic bags contribute to pollution
27. to encourage readers to think about the topic
28. to give the meaning of disintegrate
29. how plastic bags pollute the world.
30. bored
31. bacteria
32. change her mind about the planet.
33. algae
34. eighteen
35. disappointed with Hanna’s response.